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The most difficult task in selling—and the number one key to success—is to  get inside the head of your buyer. CustomerCentric Selling presents a  dynamic process for first understanding and shaping your buyers’ concerns, then  helping those same buyers visualize using your offering to achieve goals, solve  problems, or satisfy needs.

Renowned sales leaders Michael Bosworth—author of the blockbuster bestseller  Solutions Selling--and John Holland outline an easy-to-follow,  commonsense, and proven approach to selling, one that is based on:

	Engaging in directed conversations instead of making presentations  
	Targeting decision makers instead of product users  
	Asking relevant questions instead of offering personal opinions 


Bosworth and Holland combine nearly three decades of experience in sales  process and training. Hundreds of lessons they learned along the way are  incorporated into their CustomerCentric Sales approach—an approach proven to  work for sales professionals at every level, regardless of industry or product  line. Let CustomerCentric Selling show you how to make this revolutionary  process work for you and start you on the path to achieving long-term sales  success by first forming partnerships with your buyers—based not on selling what  you have but on providing what they need.
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The Right Stock at the Right Time: Prospering in the Coming Good YearsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for The RIGHT STOCK at the RIGHT TIME
"A fundamentally good time to consider the strategies in this book. Macro-market timing, stock-specific approaches, money management revelations and intermarket analysis. Even better that it is written by someone who has actually done it himself." 
–Lindsay Glass, 
Global...
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Algorithms & Data Structures : The Science Of Computing (Electrical and Computer Engineering Series)Charles River, 2004
While many computer science textbooks are confined to teaching programming  code and languages, Algorithms and Data Structures: The Science of  Computing takes a step back to introduce and explore algorithms -- the  content of the code. Focusing on three core topics: design (the architecture of  algorithms), theory (mathematical...
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Aspects of Automatic Text Analysis (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2006
The significance of natural language texts as the prime information structure for the management and dissemination of knowledge is - as the rise of the web shows - still increasing. Making relevant texts available in different contexts is of primary importance for efficient task completion in academic and industrial settings. Meeting this demand...
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Rapid PsychiatryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	"Rapid Psychiatry" is the fifth title in the "Rapid" series of short revision notes books, covering key information in a simple and easily accessible format, using a mnemonic to aid recall. This book provides an excellent revision tool in the run-up to exams, but is also useful for clinical students working on their...
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Indoor Environmental Quality and Health Risk toward Healthier Environment for All (Current Topics in Environmental Health and Preventive Medicine)Springer, 2019

	
		This volume discusses the effects of indoor air environment and pollution in modern buildings on human health. Highlighting epidemiological studies and the determining factors, it offers proposals for improving indoor air quality (IAQ) in different environments. Focusing not only on homes and offices, but also vehicles and aircrafts,...
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Mastering Type: The Essential Guide to Typography for Print and Web DesignHow to Books, 2012

	Good Design, Down to the Letter


	Packages on store shelves, posters on building walls, pages of a website—all contain information that needs to be communicated. And at the heart of that communication is type: visually interesting, interactive, expressive and captivating. Each letter must come alive; therefore, each letter...
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